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Abstract 59 

 60 

Estimates of tree heartwood and sapwood profiles are important in the pulp industry and for 61 

dynamic vegetation models in which they determine tree biomechanical stability and hydraulic 62 

conductivity. Several phenomenological models of stem profiles have been developed for this 63 

purpose, based on assumptions on how tree crown and foliage distributions change over time. 64 

Here, we derive estimates of tree profiles by synthesizing simple pipe model theory of plant form 65 

with a recently developed theory of branch thinning that from simple assumptions quantify 66 

discarded branches and leaves. This allows us to develop a new trunk model of tree profiles from 67 
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breast height up to the top of the tree. We postulate that leaves which are currently on the tree are 68 

connected by sapwood pipes while pipes that previously connected discarded leaves or branches 69 

form the heartwood. By assuming that a fixed fraction of all pipes remains on the trunk after a 70 

branching event, as the trunk is traversed from the root system to the tips, this allows us to quantify 71 

trunk heartwood and sapwood profiles. We test the trunk model performance on empirical data 72 

from five tree species across three continents. We find that the trunk model accurately describes 73 

heartwood and sapwood profiles of all tested tree species (calibration; 𝑅2: 84-99 %). Furthermore, 74 

once calibrated to a tree species, the trunk model predicts heartwood and sapwood profiles of 75 

conspecific trees in similar growing environments based only on the age and height of a tree (cross-76 

validation / prediction; 𝑅2: 68-98 %). The fewer and often contrasting parameters needed for the 77 

trunk model, makes it a potential useful complementary tool for biologists and the foresters.  78 

1 Introduction 79 

The simple pipe model of plant form, introduced by Shinozaki et al. (1964a) more than half 80 

a century ago states that the conductive cross-sectional area of the stem at a given height is 81 

proportional to the cumulative leaf area above this height. In the conceptual underpinning, each 82 

unit of leaves is assumed to be connected to the stem base with a unit pipe of constant cross-83 

sectional area. The elegance of the pipe model theory has led to its widespread adoption and use 84 

for diverse purposes such as leaf-area estimation, tree hydraulics, and tree biomechanics in 85 

functional-structural plant modelling (McDowell et al., 2002; Pinto et al., 2004; Calvo-Alvarado 86 

et al., 2008; Lehnebach et al., 2018). The pipe model of tree form does not include the formation 87 

of heartwood, but only relates the sapwood cross-sectional area of the stem at a point to the 88 

cumulative leaf area above that point. 89 

Shinozaki et al. (1964b) defines the trunk to be the branchless part of the stem, we will use 90 

this definition in what follows. We reserve the word stem to include the trunk and the branches of 91 

the tree, not the leaves. Shinozaki et al. (1964a) emphasized that the simple pipe model of plant 92 

form does not apply in the branchless part of the stem and verbally introduced an extended pipe 93 

model of tree form that includes heartwood formation through the accumulation of disused pipes 94 

as well. Continuing this line of work, Oohata and Shinozaki (1979) assumed that the logarithm of 95 

the area of the trunk is linearly related to the distance to the top the tree. In this way, Shinozaki et 96 

al. (1964a,b) and Oohata and Shinozaki (1979) could describe the full stem profile but at the 97 
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expense of working with two different models, the simple pipe model of plant form for the stem 98 

containing branches and a allometric relationship for the trunk. 99 

Building on the pipe model theory, Chiba et al. (1988) graphically represented tree growth 100 

as a temporary sequence of profile diagrams. Later on, Osawa et al. (1991), continued the work by 101 

Chiba et al. (1988), formulated a profile theory of tree growth that describes the relation between 102 

stem growth of an entire tree and stem mass density at crown base. Many authors have developed 103 

similar profile models for the tree growth (Valentine and Mäkelä, 2005; Mäkelä, 2002; Kantola et 104 

al., 2007, 2008) that have been used to estimate the leaf efficiency, crown-rise, stem taper, as well 105 

as cross-sectional area of the stem, sapwood and heartwood. A common denominator of these 106 

models is that the tree crown, represented as a leaf-area distribution, is assumed to be lifted and 107 

scaled as the tree grows over time. The gain and loss of leaf area between two times are 108 

phenomenologically determined as the difference between the corresponding leaf area 109 

distributions. As such, these models do not explicitly consider the growth and discarding of 110 

individual branches. 111 

Recently, Hellström et al. (2018) developed a theory of branch thinning describing the 112 

ontogenetic development of trees. New tips are formed at a constant rate and subbranches are 113 

discarded to keep the total number of tips below a maximal carrying capacity. Together with simple 114 

geometric assumptions, the model can be used to determine how the vertical distribution of both 115 

present and past leaves changes over time. Here, by extending and synthesizing this model with 116 

the simple pipe model of plant form, we develop an alternative framework for describing trunk 117 

heartwood and sapwood profiles that we call the trunk model. The model typically requires fewer 118 

and different parameters than the established stem-taper models described above. The trunk model 119 

makes the same assumptions as Hellström et al. (2018), that branches are statistically identical, 120 

that the number of tips grow exponentially in the absence of constraints, and that the number of 121 

tips of a branch is bounded by an age-dependent carrying capacity that may, e.g., result from 122 

competition for space or light. To determine a leaf distribution, we next assume that each leaf bud 123 

has a fixed life span. Next, we convert the leaf distribution into tree heartwood and sapwood 124 

profiles by applying the simple pipe model of plant form. Finally, these are converted into trunk 125 

heartwood and sapwood profile by assuming that a fixed fraction of the tree cross-sectional area 126 

remains on the trunk after each branching, seen from the root to the tips. This latter assumption is 127 
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illustrated in Figure 2, while Figure 1 gives an overview of the central assumptions and steps in 128 

the trunk model. 129 

Using empirical data from the literature, we show that the trunk model generally gives 130 

accurate predictions of species-dependent trunk area profiles, as well as sapwood and heartwood 131 

profiles. We cross-validate this conclusion by calibrating the model to conspecific trees of similar 132 

age and height from one location and use the calibrated model to predict the heartwood and 133 

sapwood profiles of trees in two other nearby locations. The fewer and often contrasting 134 

parameters needed for the trunk model, makes it a potentially useful complementary tool for 135 

biologists and foresters. 136 

2 Model description 137 

The trunk model integrates the branch thinning model by Hellström et al. (2018) with the 138 

simple pipe model of plant form by Shinozaki et al. (1964a, b). Figure 1 illustrates this integration 139 

and the additional assumptions required in the process. Here, we present a theoretical derivation 140 

of the trunk model. We first give an overview of the pipe model of tree form in Section 2.1 and 141 

the branch thinning model in Section 2.2. We then derive the trunk model in Section 2.3. Finally, 142 

in Section 2.4, we discuss the parameters of the model and how they can be inferred. 143 

2.1 The classical pipe model theory  144 

In 1964 Shinozaki, Yoda, Hozumi, and Kira (1964a, b) introduced the two models; the 145 

simple pipe model of plant form and the pipe model of tree form. The simple pipe model of plant 146 

form states that the total amount of leaves, 𝐹(ℎ), existing above a horizontal cut at a height ℎ in a 147 

tree is proportional to the cross-sectional area, 𝐴(ℎ), of the tree stem at this height. The phrase 148 

horizontal cut is a bit misleading since the cut is in fact done at all growth modules of the same 149 

distance to the root, for example Figure 3 in Hellström et al. (2018), this is also explained in 150 

Shinozaki et al. (1964a). Thus, the simple pipe model of plant form can be stated as  151 

                                                             𝐴(ℎ) = 𝑐𝐹(ℎ),                                                                  (1) 152 

 153 

where 𝑐 is a constant. The assumption underlying this relationship is that the trunk and branches 154 

are formed by pipes, each with a fixed cross-sectional area and each supporting a fixed amount of 155 

photosynthetic organs or leaves. We note here that the constant 𝑐 is proportional to what some 156 

authors call the Huber value, (e.g., Huber, 1928; Waring et al. 1982; Tyree et al., 1991). 157 
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Shinozaki et al. (1964b) proposed that the simple pipe model of plant form can be used to 158 

find the total amount of leaves in a tree, since the amount would be proportional to the cross-159 

sectional area of the trunk at the height just below the lowest living branch. They also noted that 160 

the increase of the trunk cross-sectional area which takes place as one moves down the stem can 161 

be understood as an accumulation of disused pipes, and verbally formulated the pipe model of tree 162 

form which states that the cross-sectional area of the trunk at any given height is related to all 163 

leaves and photosynthetic organs above that point, both past and present. Here, we use the branch 164 

thinning model proposed by Hellström et al. (2018) to estimate the total past and present number 165 

of leaves above height ℎ, thus enabling us to formulate a quantitative version of the pipe model of 166 

tree form which, for simplicity, we will refer to as the trunk model. 167 

2.2 The branch thinning model 168 

Hellström et al. (2018) introduces a branch thinning model that statistically predicts the 169 

branch distribution of a tree. The key assumption is that the number of tips that a branch can hold 170 

is limited by an age-dependent carrying capacity. Such a limit may arise through competition for 171 

light or space, but in the model, it is treated only phenomenologically and assumed given by  172 

                                                          𝐾(𝑛) = 𝛼(𝑛 + 1)𝑑,                                                             (2)                                                   173 

where the carrying capacity 𝐾(𝑛) is the maximum sustainable number of tips on a branch 𝑛 growth 174 

cycles old while 𝛼 and 𝑑 are location and species-specific parameters. Here, a branch refers to any 175 

entire branching system that ramifies from a single terminal growth bud, independent of where the 176 

terminal growth bud is located. In particular, the entire tree itself is considered a branch, as is any 177 

branching system that ramifies from a terminal growth bud on the central trunk of the tree. 178 

At each tip, the tree is assumed to have an average of 𝜇 terminal growth buds. The tree is 179 

assumed to develop in growth cycles. In each growth cycle, a module of constant length is added 180 

at each terminal growth bud and at the distal ends of this new module, a tip with an average of 𝜇 181 

new terminal growth buds are formed. The Hellström model does not account for leaf buds and 182 

flower buds. When introducing our trunk model below, we will extend the Hellström model to also 183 

include terminal leaf bud formation, amounting to 𝑙𝑔 leaf buds per module on average.   184 

Because of these assumptions, the number of tips on a branch will initially grow 185 

geometrically in the number of growth cycles, as 𝜇𝑛. Since the maximum number of tips that a 186 

branch can sustain, 𝐾(𝑛), grows at a slower rate, the number of tips on the branch will eventually 187 

overshoot the carrying capacity. When this happens, the branch is assumed to discard subbranches 188 
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until the number of tips falls below the carrying capacity. For this and future growth cycles, the 189 

number of tips on the branch will stay close to the carrying capacity 𝐾(𝑛), Equation (2). Note that 190 

this argument applies to any branch of the tree as well as the tree itself: at young age, the number 191 

of tips will grow geometrically with the age measured in growth cycles, while at older age the 192 

number of tips on the branch will approximately equal the branch carrying capacity. 193 

The parameter 𝑑 is arguably the most important as it determines how much more room for 194 

new tips is created as a branch increases in age. If the number of tips is primarily limited by 195 

competition for physical space, we expect 𝑑 ≈ 3 and if the number of tips is primarily limited by 196 

access to light, we except 1 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 3 depending on the geometry of the branch.  Hellström et al. 197 

(2018) fitted their model to measured data from balsam poplar (P. balsamifera) and found 𝑑 =198 

1.4. The other parameter 𝛼 is a multiplier that scales the density of branches. 199 

Assuming further that each tip on each growth cycle branches into an average of 𝜇 200 

branches, the expected number of tips 𝑏(𝑛) on a branch of age 𝑛 growth cycles is predicted to be 201 

                                                         𝑏(𝑛) = min {𝜇𝑛, 𝛼(𝑛 + 1)𝑑}.                                                  (3) 202 

 203 

Thus, the number of tips on recently formed branches will initially grow exponentially as 𝜇𝑛. At 204 

some point, however, the exponential growth will cause to the number of tips to exceed the branch 205 

carrying capacity. In this case, the tree is assumed to discard tips and subbranches as required to 206 

reduce the number of tips on the branch to the carrying capacity. This is assumed to hold 207 

simultaneously for any branch of the tree.  Hence, Equation (3) implies that the number of tips 208 

initially grows exponentially but, as the branch becomes older and hence larger, the number of tips 209 

is constrained by the branch carrying capacity. 210 

The tree branching patterns is then derived by bookkeeping the expected number of growth 211 

modules, 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑛), at a distance of 𝑙 growth cycles from the proximal end of a branch on a tree 𝑛 212 

growth cycles old, Figure 3 in Hellström et al. (2018). We use “distance” to mean that the growth 213 

modules are formed 𝑙 growth cycles after the tree started growing, and by assuming that all growth 214 

modules have roughly equal length we can also consider this an actual distance. Through this 215 

process, they showed that the function 𝑔, encompassing information about the tree branching 216 

structure, can be expressed in terms of the branch carrying capacity 𝑏 as 217 

                                                                  𝑔(𝑙, 𝑛) =
𝑏(𝑛)

𝑏(𝑛−𝑙)
,                                                        (4) 218 
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for 1 ≤ 𝑙 < 𝑛 and 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑛) is zero otherwise. As the function 𝑔 encompasses information about the 219 

tree branching structure for any age of the tree, we can use it together with the simple pipe model 220 

of tree form to estimate the cross-sectional area of branches and hence also the trunk of the tree. 221 

2.3 The trunk model 222 

We can now derive a quantitative pipe model of tree form, by synthesizing the simple pipe 223 

model of plant form with the branch thinning model. This will allow us to estimate both heartwood 224 

and sapwood at any height above breast height in a tree. Recall that the simple pipe model of plant 225 

form rests on the assumption that the sapwood is composed of pipes of fixed cross-sectional area, 226 

with each unit leaf area being connected to the ground through a pipe. This implies that the 227 

sapwood cross-sectional area is proportional to the number of pipes and, hence, also proportional 228 

to the cumulative leaf area above that point. Extending this reasoning, as in the verbal pipe model 229 

of tree form, we assume that heartwood is composed of disused pipes of fixed cross-sectional area 230 

that each once supported one unit leaf area. We assume that an active pipe becomes disused as 231 

soon as the leaf area unit it supports is lost, and hence do not allow for reused pipes (Section 4 and 232 

Discussion for an in-depth discussion of this topic, including possible extensions). Similar to the 233 

reasoning for sapwood, this implies that the heartwood cross-sectional area at a point is 234 

proportional to the cumulative area of lost leaves above that point. Finally, we assume that the 235 

stem cross-sectional area equals the sum of sapwood area and heartwood area.  236 

To quantify sapwood, heartwood, and stem cross-sectional area at any given point along 237 

the stem, we thus need to find (1) the cumulative leaf area supported by the pipes passing through 238 

the stem at that point and (2) the cumulative leaf area that was once, but is no longer, supported 239 

by pipes passing through the stem at that point. We can determine these quantities using the branch 240 

thinning model by Hellström et al. (2018), after having introduced two additional assumptions. 241 

First, we assume that leaves have a fixed life span and stay on the tree for a fixed number of growth 242 

cycles. Second, as illustrated in Figure 2, we assume that the tree has a single trunk and that a 243 

fraction 𝜅 of pipes remain on the trunk after each branching point if the trunk is traversed from the 244 

proximal to distal end. 245 

In Supplementary information A, we derive formulas for the expected number of leaves 246 

that are currently on the tree and were once on the tree at or above height ℎ measured in growth 247 

cycles. These formulas are derived by assuming that each tip supports the same number of leaves 248 
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and that each leaf has a fixed life span. First, we show that, with these assumptions, the expected 249 

number of leaves at or above height ℎ, that are currently on the tree, is given by 250 

                                               𝐹S(ℎ, 𝑛) = ∑ 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑛),
𝑛

𝑙=max{ℎ,𝑛−𝑙𝑔}
                                               (5) 251 

where 𝑛 is the age of the tree in growth cycles and 𝑙𝑔 is the life span of a leaf measured in growth 252 

cycles. Thus, from the simple pipe model of plant form we can infer that the amount of sapwood 253 

pipes at height ℎ is proportional to 𝐹S(ℎ, 𝑛). Furthermore, by considering changes in tree branching 254 

structure from one growth cycle to the next, we show that the average number of leaves that were 255 

once on the tree at or above height ℎ but which have since been discarded, is given by 256 

              𝐹H(ℎ, 𝑛) = ∑ (𝐵(ℎ, 𝑚) + ∑ (𝑔(𝑙, 𝑚 − 1) − 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑚))
𝑚−1

𝑙=max{ℎ,𝑚−1−𝑙𝑔}
) ,

𝑛

𝑚=ℎ+1
           (6) 257 

where 𝐵(ℎ, 𝑚) = 𝑔(𝑚 − 1 − 𝑙𝑔, 𝑚) if 𝑚 > 1 + 𝑙𝑔 + ℎ and 𝐵(ℎ, 𝑚) = 0 otherwise. That is, the 258 

amount of heartwood pipes at height ℎ is proportional to 𝐹H(ℎ, 𝑛). Thus, from the above 259 

expressions and the simple pipe model of plant form, we can find the total sapwood area at a height 260 

ℎ of the tree as 𝐴S(ℎ, 𝑛) = 𝑐S𝐹S(ℎ, 𝑛), and the total heartwood area as 𝐴H(ℎ, 𝑛) = 𝑐H𝐹H(ℎ, 𝑛), 261 

where 𝑐S and 𝑐H are the proportionally constants according to Equation (1). Note that the values 262 

of 𝑐S and 𝑐H in the trunk model may differ. Possible explanations include basic biological 263 

reasonings, as well as modeling phenomena’s, Section 2.2 and Supplementary information A for 264 

a deeper discussion. As noted in Section 2.1, the constant 𝑐S is directly proportional to the Huber 265 

value, which we assume independent of tree height. 266 

Our theory, as developed thus far, predicts the areas of the heartwood and sapwood at 267 

height ℎ for the stem. To find out how much of this cross-sectional area is in the trunk, we assume 268 

that a given fraction 𝜅 remain on the trunk after each branching event, as the trunk is traversed 269 

from the proximal to the distant end. Figure 2 illustrates this assumption. In Supplementary 270 

information A, we argue that the expected number of ramifications of trunk into branches below 271 

height ℎ (measured in growth cycles) in the tree is given by log2𝑔(ℎ, 𝑛). Hence, using the 272 

assumption that a fraction 𝜅 of the pipes remains on the trunk after each branching point, we can 273 

determine the fraction of the pipes on the trunk as 𝜅log2𝑔(ℎ,𝑛). Thus, we arrive at the following 274 

expression for sapwood trunk area 275 

                                                  𝑆area(ℎ, 𝑛) = 𝜅log2𝑔(ℎ,𝑛)𝐴S(ℎ, 𝑛)                                                       (7) 276 

and the heartwood trunk area becomes 277 

                                                  𝐻area(ℎ, 𝑛) = 𝜅log2𝑔(ℎ,𝑛)𝐴H(ℎ, 𝑛)                                                      (8) 278 
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We use these expressions when corroborating our model to empirical data in Section 3. In addition 279 

to the cross-sectional area of heartwood and sapwood profiles, these expressions can also be used 280 

to calculate the volume or the weight of either the sapwood or heartwood. 281 

2.4 Parameterization 282 

Table 1 gives an overview of the model parameters and interpretations. Practical 283 

applications of the trunk model require prior knowledge of two species-specific and location 284 

specific parameters: the number of growth cycles per year and the life span of leaf buds, 𝑙𝑔. The 285 

trunk model also needs to be calibrated to the species and location of interest. First, age and height 286 

of representative specimen are used to determine how much the tree grows during one growth 287 

cycle. Sapwood and heartwood cross-sectional areas at different elevations above breast height for 288 

these representative specimens are then used to infer four parameters: the carrying capacity 289 

parameters 𝛼 and 𝑑, the expected number of new branches on each tip, 𝜇, and the proportion of 290 

stem area distributed on the trunk, 𝜅. Finally, we scale the two parameters 𝑐S (area per sapwood 291 

pipe) and 𝑐H (area per heartwood pipe), such that the model predication/projection matches the 292 

diameter at breast height. 293 

After the model is calibrated to a species in a given location, it can be used to predict the 294 

sapwood and heartwood trunk areas of any tree of the same species in nearby locations, using only 295 

knowledge of the tree age and the tree height.  296 

To summarize, the trunk model uses eight species and location specific parameters, of 297 

which two are determined directly from measurements based on their biological definition, the rest 298 

are calibrated. 299 

3 Methods 300 

We assess how well the trunk model predicts sapwood and heartwood profiles by 301 

determining the goodness of fit, i.e., 𝑅2 value, of the model on the data used in the parameter 302 

estimation. To see how well the model can predict unseen data that have not been used in the 303 

parameter estimation, we use cross-validation to determine predicted 𝑅2 values as described in 304 

Section 3.3 above. We further compare our model to Shinozaki’s et al. (1964a) simple pipe model 305 

of plant form by assessing the latter model’s ability to estimate trunk area, calculated using 306 

Equation (1). 307 

3.1 Data sources 308 
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As specified below, we collected empirical data of sapwood and heartwood from earlier 309 

published articles. In some cases, we had to use assumed allometric relationships to infer cross-310 

sectional area from the information given in the respective articles. We use measurement data of 311 

sapwood and heartwood of blue gum, Eucalyptus globulus Labill. (Morais and Pereira, 2007, 312 

figures 2 and 3); forest red gum, Eucalyptus tereticornis Sm. (Kumar and Dhillon, 2014, Figure 313 

1); Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Gartner, 2002, Figure 2); longleaf pine, Pinus palustris 314 

(Conner et al., 1994, Table 1); and maritime pine, Pinus pinaster Ait. (Pinto et al., 2004, Figure 6).  315 

We also need estimates of leaf bud lifespan and the number of growth cycles per year. For 316 

Eucalyptus trees in temperate and sub-tropical areas, leaves typically remain on the tree for some 317 

2 to 3 years (Bean and Russo, 1989). We estimate five and eight growth cycles per year in Portugal 318 

and India, respectively. Maritime pine and longleaf pine are evergreen species and thus retain their 319 

leaves (“needles”) at least two to three growing seasons before they are shed off. Maritime pine 320 

has two growth cycles per year (Sheffield et al., 2003). 321 

3.2 Parameter estimation  322 

We calibrate the trunk model to empirical data, first by setting the leaf bud lifespan and the 323 

number of growth cycles per year to their species-specific values given in the previous section. 324 

We then find estimates of 𝛼, 𝜇, 𝑑, 𝜅, 𝑐S, and 𝑐H by minimizing the difference of the empirical 325 

measurement of the sapwood and heartwood areas to the model estimated sapwood and heartwood 326 

areas. The parameter values found by this method are near optimal. In Supplementary information 327 

E, we demonstrate that our model predictions are robust under small variations in these parameter 328 

values, in addition, we have provided sensitivity interval for these parameters. 329 

The minimization is performed using the least squares method, where the optimal 330 

parameters are found using a pattern search method (implemented using the function patternsearch 331 

in Matlab R2020a). The aforementioned least square method, minimizes the error in terms of        332 

        ∑ [  (𝑆area(ℎ, 𝑛) − 𝑆area
∗ (ℎ, 𝑛))2 + (𝐻area(ℎ, 𝑛) − 𝐻area

∗ (ℎ, 𝑛))2],
𝑠𝑚

ℎ=𝑠𝑝
                            (9) 333 

where 𝑠𝑝 is the starting point of the measurement (usually at breast height) and 𝑠𝑚 is the last 334 

measurement point. The sapwood area measurement and heartwood area measurement are denoted 335 

by 𝑆area
∗  and 𝐻area

∗ , respectively. For estimation of the parameter 𝑐S, the sapwood area per pipe in 336 

the trunk, we divide the empirical measurements of area of the sapwood at height 𝑠𝑝 by the amount 337 
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of sapwood pipes at the same height, predicted by the trunk model, and an analogous calculation 338 

for the heartwood constant 𝑐H.  339 

The trunk structure sometimes contains a phenomenon close to the root structure in which 340 

trunk area increases very rapidly close to the ground. An explanation for this is that tree roots are 341 

extensive and are located in the upper few inches of soil, for example Perry (1989) and Perry 342 

(1982). This phenomenon is outside of the structure of our model and therefore we only use 343 

measurement points from breast height upwards. This phenomenon, including the use of 344 

measurements above breast height can be seen in figures 3–6.   345 

3.3 Cross validation 346 

Once the model parameters 𝛼, 𝜇, 𝑑, 𝜅, 𝑐S, and 𝑐H have been estimated for a specific species 347 

and location, we cross validate the model by predicting cross-sectional areas of sapwood and 348 

heartwood of the same tree species which is located in the similar regions. First, we parameterize 349 

the model on empirical measurements of Eucalyptus globulus Labill., from V.F. Xira in central 350 

Portugal following the procedure in Section 3.2. Next, we estimate the profiles of the cross-351 

sectional areas of sapwood and heartwood of the same tree species, using only knowledge of the 352 

age and height of the trees whose sapwood and hardwood profiles we aim to predict. The ability 353 

of the model to predict profiles of sapwood area, heartwood area, and total area in new trees is 354 

summarized in their respective predicted 𝑅2. The cross validation is conducted twice in central 355 

Portugal, both in Azambuja and in Serta.  356 

4 Results 357 

 We find that the trunk model accurately estimates profiles of sapwood area, heartwood 358 

area, and total area for all species and locations considered, with 𝑅2-values typically above 90%. 359 

In particular, the trunk model for the total trunk area has 𝑅2-values above 95% for all trees, 360 

whereas the classical pipe model produces considerably lower 𝑅2-values, in several cases below 361 

70%. The parameterization procedure is explained in Section 3.2 and the estimated parameter 362 

values can be found in Supplementary information D.  363 

Interestingly, the estimated sapwood area per pipe, 𝑐S, is always larger than the heartwood 364 

area per pipe, 𝑐H, and the difference is particularly large for trees of the family Pinaceae. In the 365 

Discussion we explain the impact on pipe areas when reusable pipes are allowed in the trunk 366 

model. In figures 3–5 we graphically show how the model estimates empirical measurements at 367 
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different heights, both for the sapwood area, heartwood area, and the total area of the trunk. In 368 

these figures, we see that the trunk model estimates for sapwood and heartwood has a good fit to 369 

the corresponding measurements. In addition, we see that the trunk model estimates for the total 370 

trunk area always outperform the simple pipe model of plant form. As can be seen in the second 371 

column of these figures, the trunk model estimates sapwood in the lower part of the tree as a 372 

concave up curve, in empirical measurements however, the graph might have inflection points in 373 

the lower part of the tree. The first column in figures 3–5 also include the simple pipe model of 374 

plant form, note in particular the overestimates at the upper part of trees of this model, which is a 375 

consequence of the pipe model assumption that the trunk only consists of sapwood pipes. 376 

To cross validate, we use the estimated parameters (shown in Supplementary information 377 

D) for Eucalyptus globulus Labill. from V.F. Xira on trees of the same species in the similar 378 

regions Azambuja and Serta. In Figure 6, we presented the cross-sectional areas of sapwood, 379 

heartwood, and trunk by using these estimated parameters and the height and age of the stand of 380 

trees in Azambuja and in Serta. We find that the trunk model outperforms the simple pipe model 381 

of plant form. Under cross validation, our goodness of fit remains high with predicted 𝑅2 values 382 

above 68% and in some cases the predicted 𝑅2 values reach up to 98% for conspecific species in 383 

nearby locations (Table 3). To compare residuals between the trunk model and the simple pipe 384 

model of plant form, the normalized root-mean-square deviations are shown in Supplementary 385 

information F, both for calibration values and for estimation values in the cross validation of the 386 

trunk model for different species and locations.  387 

5 Discussion 388 

By synthesizing the simple pipe model of plant form by Shinozaki et al. (1964a) with the 389 

recently developed branch thinning model by Hellström et al. (2018), we have developed and 390 

explored the trunk model, a model of tree growth capable of describing the height profile for trunk, 391 

sapwood, and heartwood cross-sectional area. Our model implicitly estimates a total leaf area as 392 

well as the distribution of leaves, based on the branch thinning model. Our extension of the branch 393 

thinning model allows an estimation of disused leaf buds and discarded leaf buds due to branch 394 

thinning. Using this distribution of active and discarded/disused leaf buds, we then apply the pipe 395 

model theory to estimate the heartwood and sapwood in the stem, resulting in a quantitative pipe 396 

model of tree form. Finally, we assume that a proportion of the stem remains on the trunk at each 397 

branching point, resulting in the trunk model. 398 
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Chiba et al. (1988) presented a theory of tree growth driven by crown rise which Osawa et 399 

al. (1991) further developed into the profile theory of tree growth. These ideas were then further 400 

developed in a series of papers that includes Valentine and Mäkelä (2005), Mäkelä and Valentine 401 

(2006) and Valentine et al. (2013). Several theories have been also proposed to explain stem taper 402 

in trees (Morgan and Cannell, 1994; Deleuze and Houllier, 1995; Mäkelä, 2002). These models 403 

differ from our trunk model in assuming a distribution of foliage in the tree crown which changes 404 

over time through translation and scaling, resulting in the loss of foliage and branches. By contrast, 405 

we track the sprouting, growth, and loss of individual branches without making any assumptions 406 

on exactly where in the tree crown these are located. Our model is also very economical in terms 407 

of parameters – less than one dozen – but several of these needs to be estimated by fitting the 408 

model to data as reasonable values that would be measurable directly based on the biological 409 

definition of the parameter are difficult to find in the existing literature. Once the parameters have 410 

been fitted to a specific species, only height and age are required to predict the trunk area profiles, 411 

heartwood profiles and sapwood profiles of other trees of the same species in similar locations. 412 

Systematically comparing the goodness-of-fit of these respective models would be an interesting 413 

direction for future research. 414 

Table 2 shows that our trunk model surpasses the simple pipe model of plant form in 415 

describing the trunk area profile of selected tree species, measured by the coefficient of 416 

determination, 𝑅2. As seen in figures 3–6, the simple pipe model of plant form overestimates the 417 

trunk area in the tree crown. The main reason is that the trunk area at breast height is assumed to 418 

be sapwood in the simple pipe model of plant form, leading to overestimation of sapwood area and 419 

hence also the area in the tree crown. We also describe the sapwood profiles and heartwood profiles 420 

separately, generally resulting in 𝑅2 values in the range 84–99 %. An investigation of the 421 

robustness of the model shows that all our estimated parameters are necessary for calibration and 422 

prediction. While our model predictions are generally very good, figures 3-5 show that there is a 423 

fairly large discrepancy close to the base of the stem. An explanation for this butt swell, is that 424 

root structures and external forces deformed the stem close to the ground, e. g. Gilman (1990); 425 

Nicoll and Ray (1996). For this reason, we use our model to estimate/predict the trunk only at or 426 

above breast height.  427 

Our assumption of no reusable pipes also leads to a large discrepancy between the cross-428 

sectional area of sapwood and heartwood pipes, Section 4. With this assumption, the sapwood 429 
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pipes do not live longer than the life span of leaf buds, which is an unrealistic result, e.g., Björklund 430 

(1999) found out that sapwood sometimes have a life span of 60 years in contrast to the lifespan 431 

of the foliage of around 3–12 years. There are several possibilities to include reusable pipes in the 432 

trunk model, but of course this would lead to a larger amount of model parameters. Even though 433 

an inclusion of reusable pipes would explain longer life span of sapwood and could even out the 434 

values of sapwood and heartwood area per pipe, we exclude reusable pipes to keep the parameters 435 

at a minimum and the trunk model as elegant as possible. A possible explanation for the larger 436 

sapwood area per pipe, compared to heartwood area per pipe in the trunk model, could be that the 437 

sapwood pipes contribute to the living part of the trunk, in which water, carbon, and nutrients are 438 

transported between the root system and the leaves. Another simplifying assumption of our model 439 

is that the parameters depend only on species and location. Some existing stem taper models 440 

already respond realistically to stand density, see e. g. Valentine et al. 2013, and in reality, the 441 

parameters in the trunk model likely to depend on environmental factors such as the tree density 442 

in a stand, wind exposure, and shading. As such, the parameters may change during ontogeny. In 443 

spite of this, once parameterized our model appears capable of predicting heartwood and sapwood 444 

profiles of conspecific tree stands in similar locations based only on their age and height, as can 445 

be seen from Table 2. It thus seems that the information about environmental factors provided 446 

through age and height suffices in practice for prediction, even though it is likely that even more 447 

accurate predictions could be made if the parameters of the carrying capacity is made dependent 448 

of these factors, for example as expressed through crown ratio.  449 

The ability of the model to describe the empirical data remained when we cross validated 450 

the model by first fitting to one species in one location and then using the model to predict cross-451 

section profiles of other trees of the same species in nearby locations, generally resulting in 𝑅2 452 

values in the range 68–98 %. This shows that the model can be calibrated for a specific species 453 

and used subsequently to estimate cross-section profiles of sapwood and heartwood area of a 454 

specimen knowing only the age and height of the tree. 455 

We believe our model can be used in many applications. For example, the wider sapwood 456 

is preferred in the pulp and paper industries and the proportion of heartwood is preferred for the 457 

pole and solid wood products. Although we have not done so in this paper, it should in principle 458 

also be possible to quantify the branchiness of trees. To further increase the applicability of our 459 

model, we outline three ideas of extensions; Firstly, it could be extended to capture some features 460 
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of the root system; in particular, we would like to explain the phenomena of the tree stem profile, 461 

close to the ground. Secondly, one could investigate the impact of reusable pipes. This could be 462 

incorporated through mortality of the living sapwood pipes when the supporting group of leaves 463 

are discarded. Alternatively, the life span of sapwood pipes could be randomly drawn from a 464 

prescribed probability distribution, e.g., a Poisson distribution, and support leaves during its entire 465 

life span. Extending the trunk model to include reusable pipes would result in a height-dependent 466 

Huber value, in contrast to the trunk model in its current form (e.g., Huber, 1928; Tyree et al., 467 

1991; Mencuccini et al., 1995, on a deeper discussion on the Huber value). Thirdly, to increase the 468 

applicability of the trunk model, one could combine it with existing functional-structural plant 469 

models, e.g. (Cournède et al., 2008; Vos et al., 2010) that model detailed aspects of tree growth. 470 

The combined model could then be used to study how more realistic assumptions on tree growth 471 

influence heartwood and sapwood profiles. Finally, our model could be integrated in dynamic 472 

vegetation model to provide information on heartwood and sapwood volumetric growth. 473 
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 575 

Figure 1: The diagram is a description of the trunk model. The gray box (to the left) summarizes 576 

the primary assumptions including the model parameters needed. Parameters in red color are found 577 

by calibrating the model using a pattern search algorithm, the parameters 𝑐S and 𝑐H are the pipe 578 

areas found by calibrating against measurement cross sectional area at breast height. The parameter 579 

𝑛 is the age of the tree and 𝑙𝑔 is the life span of leaf buds. The green boxes (to the right) describe 580 

the trunk model. 581 

 582 

 583 
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 584 

Figure 2: Illustration of the trunk model. The dash elements are referred to the dead leaves (green 585 

dashed curves) and branches (dark yellow dashed curves) which were connected to the active pipes 586 

at some points that become inactive, i.e., heartwood pipes (dark yellow dashed curves). The shape 587 

of the cylinders is represented as the cross-sectional area of the heartwood (dark yellow) and 588 

sapwood (light yellow) of the trunk and branches. The number of pipes, 𝑝𝑇(𝑏𝑝) in the trunk 𝑇, at 589 

the branching point 𝑏𝑝 is a fraction 𝜅𝑏𝑝 of the total number of pipes, 𝑝(𝑏𝑝), for a whole tree at a 590 

given height, i.e., 𝑝𝑇(𝑏𝑝) = 𝜅𝑏𝑝𝑝(𝑏𝑝).  591 

 592 

 593 

 594 

 595 

 596 

 597 

Figure 3: Douglas-fir tree located in the central Cascades of Oregon, USA is used to calibrate the 598 

trunk model parameters, the trunk model prediction of the sapwood area and heartwood area are 599 
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compared with empirical measurements. Subfigure (a) includes the prediction of the simple pipe 600 

model of plant form, using the estimated number of sapwood pipes. The columns from left to right 601 

represent total trunk area, sapwood area and heartwood area respectively, all with respect to height. 602 

Data gathered from Gartner (2002, Figure 2). 603 

 604 

 605 

606 

607 

608 

 609 

Figure 4: Eucalyptus tereticornis Sm. tree and Eucalyptus globulus Labill. Tree located in Punjab 610 

Agriculture University Ludhiana and central Portugal are used to calibrate the trunk model 611 

parameters, the trunk model prediction of the sapwood area and heartwood area are compared with 612 

empirical measurements. Subfigure (a) includes the prediction of the simple pipe model of plant 613 

form, using the estimated number of sapwood pipes. The columns from left to right represent total 614 

trunk area, sapwood area and heartwood area respectively, all with respect to height. Data gathered 615 

from Kumar and Dhillon (2014, Figure 1) and Morais and Pereria (2007, figures 2 and 3). 616 

 617 

 618 
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619 

 620 

Figure 5: Maritime pine and longleaf pine trees located in Portugal and the Angelina National 621 

Forest in eastern Texas are used to calibrate the trunk model parameters, the trunk model prediction 622 

of the sapwood area and heartwood area are compared with empirical measurements. Subfigure 623 

(a) includes the prediction of the simple pipe model of plant form, using the estimated number of 624 

sapwood pipes. The columns from left to right represent total trunk area, sapwood area and 625 

heartwood area respectively, all with respect to height. Data gathered from Pinto et al. (2004, 626 

figures 6 a,b) and Conner et al. (1994, Table 1). 627 

 628 

 629 

630 

 631 

Figure 6: Eucalyptus globulus Labill. trees located in central Portugal: Azambuja and Serta for the 632 

prediction of the sapwood area and heartwood area compare with empirical measurements. The 633 

columns from left to right represent total trunk area, sapwood area and heartwood area 634 

respectively, all with respect to height. Data gathered from Morais and Pereira (2007, figures 2 635 

and 3). 636 

 637 
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Table 1: Parameter definitions used in this article. 638 

Symbol Interpretation 

 𝛼 Proportionality constant in branch carrying capacity 

 𝑑 Exponent in the branch carrying capacity 

 𝜇 Average number of tips formed at a growth module 

 𝑏(𝑛) Average number of tips on a branch 𝑛 growth cycles old 

   𝑔(𝑙, 𝑛) 
Average number of 𝑙-th growth cycle descendants of a growth module 𝑛 growth  

cycles old 

  𝑙 Average length of a growth module 

   𝐾(𝑛) 
Maximum sustainable number of tips on a branch 𝑛 growth cycles old, also 

referred to as the branch carrying capacity 

 𝑙𝑔 The amount of growth cycle that a leaf stays on the tree 

   𝜅 Proportion of cross-sectional area that remains on trunk after a branching 

 𝑐S The area of sapwood per pipe 

 𝑐H The area of heartwood per pipe 

 𝑆area The sapwood trunk area 

   𝐻area The heartwood trunk area 

 639 

Table 2: This table shows the coefficients of determination, i.e., the 𝑅2 values, when calibrating 640 

the trunk model for different species and locations. The last column indicates from where the data 641 

is collected. 642 

 643 

 

Species 

 

Location 

Trunk area 
Sapwood 
area 

Heartwood
area  

Ref. Pipe 

model 

Trunk 

model 

Trunk  

model 

Trunk  

model 

Douglas-fir  

(Pseudotsuga 

menziesii ) 

Cascades 

of 

Oregon, 

USA 

0.93 0.99 0.97 0.95 Gartner(2002) 

Blue gum 

(Eucalyptus 

globulus 

Labill.) in 

central Portugal 

Azambuja 0.91 0.99 0.93 0.89 

Morais and  

Pereira 

(2007) 

V. F. Xira 0.75 0.99 0.95 0.99 

Crato 0.65 0.98 0.84 0.97 

Serta 0.61 0.99 0.87 0.99 
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Forest red gum 

(Eucalyptus 

tereticornis 

Sm.) 

Ludhiana, 

India 
0.93 0.96 0.93 0.97 

Kumar and  

Dhillon 

(2014) 

Maritime pine 

(Pinus pinaster 

Ait.) 

Portugal 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.88 
Pinto et al.  

(2004) 

Longleaf Pine 

(Pinus palus- 

tris) 

Eastern 

Texas 
0.96 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Conner  

et al.(1994) 

 644 

Table 3: Cross validation of the trunk model, the values present the coefficient of determination, 645 

i.e., the 𝑅2 value for Eucalyptus globulus Labill. Trees. The trees were located in central Portugal 646 

where we used trees that had grown in V.F. Xira as calibration trees, see Table 2, and cross 647 

validated on trees from Azambuja and Serta, which are regions similar to V.F. Xira. 648 

 

 

Location 

 

Trunk model 

Trunk 

area 

Sapwood 

area 

Heartwood 

area 

Azambuja 
 

0.98 

 

0.93 

 

0.98 

Serta 
 

0.96 

 

0.68 

 

0.99 
 649 
 650 

 651 

 652 

 653 
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